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Abstract-The project proposes an advanced system for process management via a credit card sized single board computer 

called raspberry pi based multi parameter monitoring hard ware system designed using RS232 and microcontroller that 

measures and controls various global parameters. The system comprises of a single master and multiple slaves with wireless 

mode of communication and a raspberrypi system that can either operate on windows or linux operating system.The 

parameters that can be tracked are temperature , light intensity , waterlevel ,gasde-tection and fire extinguisher.Along these 

lines we can screen and control the gadgets through re-mote PC as it is specifically transmitted through program it can be 

seen any place on the planet and can be effortlessly controlled..Now the users are no longer required to dedicatedly present 

on-site to monitor the process.Instead any employ of industry can do this task along with his other activities. 
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I. Introduction 

In our system the single board computer will be in-ternet 

enabled and hence the industrial process parameters can 

be monitored from any where through a browser 

interface .Now the users are no longer re-quired to 

dedicatedly present on-site to monitor the process. 

Instead any employ of industry can do this task along 

with his other activities. 

II. Existing Method 

In the current work ,the created frame work was not 

effective in the perspective of assignment booking as the 

frame work utilized was an on-Linux gadget and further 

more outside Ethernet was utilized for corre- spondence 

.Each time the undertaking will be done physically. 

III. Proposed Method 

The proposed strategy is utilized to be at the disad-vantages 

exhibit in existing technique.Here we are utilizing ARM I 

ntelligent Monitoring Center which utilizes Samsung's 

processor as its fundamental con-troller.The natural 

conditions exhibit in side the lab can be checked utilizing 

sensors like temperature ,gas and LDR. Everyone of the 

sensors are associated with sensor board. From the sensor 

board we are sending checked esteems   to control 

room(ARMboard) through RS232 seriallink.The serial link 

is associated with one of UART port of ARM board.At what 

ever point a man is entered inside the lab,the individual's 

picture can be caught by camera and send it to controller. 

The controller transmits the information to remote PC 

through Ethernet by utilizing FTP .FTP is a con-vention 

through which clients can transfer records from their frame 

works to server. When information is set at server we can 

see the information at remote PC(withweb)onsite page with 

one of a kind IP address. We can see cease less spilling of 

video and additionally senor's information. 

On the off chance that we need to control the gadgets in 

view of sensor's data we can control through site page  from 

remote are a utilizing HTTP convention .HTTP convention 

constantly asks for the server for control (killonorturn) the 

gadgets.Along these lines we can screen and control the 

gadgets through remote PC as it Is specifically transmitted 

through program it can be seen any place on the planet and 

can be effortlessly controlled consequently. 

IV.System Architecture 

This undertaking is a usage of modern process checking 

through remote correspondence. 

A.BlockDiagram 

Modules :Raspberrypi ,Zigbee ,UART ,Temperature sensor 

,gas sensor ,firesensors, LDR. 
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Figure 1:BlockDiagram 

B. Temperature sensor: 

LM35 is an exactness IC temperature sensor with its yield 

relative to the temperature(in°C).The sensor hardware is 

fixed and in this manner it is not subject-ed to oxidation 

and different procedures.With LM35,temperature can be 

measured more precisely than with a thermistor. It 

additionally have low self warm-ing and doesnot cause 

more than0.1°Ctemperature a scend in still air.The working 

temperature un is from-55°C to150°C. The yield voltage 

fluctuates by10mV because of each °Crise/fall in 

encompassing temperature,i.e., its scale factor is0.01V/°C. 

 

Figure 2:Temperaturesensors 

C.LDRSensor: 

ALDR is made of a high-resistance semi conductor.On the 

off chance that light falling on the gadget is of sufficiently 

high recurrence,photo ns consumed by the semi conductor 

give bound electrons enough vitality to hop into the 

conduction band.The subsequent free electron(and its gap 

accomplice)direct power,along these lines bringing down 

resistance. 

 

Figure 3:LDRsensors 

D.Fire Sensor: 

Infrared(IR)fire indicators work inside the infrared ghostly 

band.Hot gasses produce a particular ghastly example in 

the infra red area,which can be detected with a warm 

imaging camera(TIC)a sort of thermo realistic.False 

cautions can be caused by other hot surfaces and found a ti 

on warm radiation in the range and in addition blinding 

from water and sunoriented vitality.A normal recurrence 

where single recurrence IR fire indicator is delicate is in the 

4.4 micro meter run.. 

E. GasSensor: 

A smoke locator like wise called a smoke caution is a 

gadget that distinguishes smoke,normally as a marker of 

flame.Business,modern,and mass private gadgets issue a 

flag to a fire alert frame work,while family un it 

identifiers,known as smoke cautions,for them ost part issue 

an earby capable of being heard or visual caution from the 

finder itself. 

F.Raspberry Pi: 

The Raspberry Pi is a V is a measured single-board PC 

made in the UK by the Raspberry Pi Foundation with the 

objective of propelling the educating of principal 

programming building in schools. 

TheRaspberryPi is created in two board setups through 

approved a massing over sees Newarkele-

ment14(PremierFarnell),RSComponents andEgoman.These 

associations of ferthe RaspberryPi on the web.Egoman 

produces a frame for spread only in China and 

Taiwan,which can be perceived from various PIs by their 

red shading and non appear-ance of FCC/CEchecks.The 

gear is the same over all creators.The RaspberryPi has a 

Broad com BCM2835structure on a chip(SoC),which joins 

an ARM1176JZF-S700MHzprocessor,VideoCore 

IVGPU,and was at first dispatched with 256 megabytes of 

RAM,later climbed to512MB. 

G.ZigBee: 

The ZigBee Alliance is not pushing an innovation;rather it 

is giving an institution alized base arrangement of answers 

for sensor and control frameworks.The physical layer was 

intended to suit the requirement for a minimal effort yet 

taking into consideration elevated amounts of 

combination.The utilization of direct succession enables the  

simple hardware to  be extremely straight forward and 

exceptionally tolerant towards economical usage. 

The media get to control(MAC)layer was intended to permit 

various topologies without tintricacy.The power 

administration operation doesn't require various methods of 

operation.The MAC permits a lessened useful ness 

gadget(RFD)that needn't have streak noralo to f 

ROMorRAM.TheMAC was intended to deal with vast 

quantities of gadgets without expecting them to 

be"stopped". 

VDescriptionOfTheSystem 

Industrial process monitoring and control system is 

developed to speed up them a nufacturing process of the 

industry and to improve the efficiency and accu-racy of the 

system manufacturing the plant,vital pa-rameters in the 

industry.Which effect the robust ness of the plant to 

monitor with the help of highly sensitive sensor un its 

connect-ing to the 8bit microcontroller un it and transmitter 

to ARM11 RaspberryPi processor using ZigBee of 2.4 GHz 

protocol for web enabled monitoring and con-trolling to 

have video streaming live telecast a USB camera connected 

to RaspberryPi processor with Wi-Ficonnectivity. 

On a RaspberryPi(Single-BoardComputer)board of ARM11 

architecture will be ported with an Em-bedded Linux 

operating system and using Ethernet protocol for IOT 

applications,we will acquire the data from the 

WirelessSensorNetwork(WSN),post the data over the web 

such that it can be viewed over internet on any browser as 
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well also in ad-vance ment will operate the appliance from 

the web. 

Schematic:Temperature sensor,gas sensor,fire sensor and 

LDR sensor are connected with ADC0808,which is of 

8channel and measures read-in gat precision time period of 

10microseconds hav-ing a channel length of 8bits and 

supporting 8 dif-ferent channels.These valves are given to 

8052 con-troller and from this controllers end wirelessly 

with ZigBee UART transmitter. 

 

Figure4:schematic diagram 

VI.Hardware Snapshot 

 

 

 

Figure5:MonitoringSection 

 

Figure6:(a)Controlling section 

 

Figure6(b)Controllingsection 

 

VI.Advantages 

• Low support cost. 

Easy to implement and low power consumption. Avoid un 

planned lab operation interruptions. 

• Increase laboratory efficiency. 

Remote lytrack critical system parameters.Controlling is 

done by using web technology. 

VII. FutureScope 

We can like wise record these live gushing information by 

interfacing outer memory stockpiling.We can finish our 

undertaking utilizing remote innovation.Infuture we can 

give greater security to information by utilizing 

encryption,unscrambling strategies. 

VIII.  Conculsion 

The task"mechanical process checking through re-mote 

correspondence"has been effectively outlined and tried.It 

has been created by coordinating high-lights of all the 

equipment segments and program-ming utilized and tried. 

It is a reconfigurable keen sensor interface for 

mechanicalWSN.The framework can gather sensor 

information cleverly. 

It is extremely appropriate for continuous and powerful 

necessities of the rapid information obtaining 

framework.Atlast,by taking continuous observing of water 

condition we checked that the frame work accomplished 

great impacts unfeasible application. 
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